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Oral administration of the adenosine receptor (ADOR) antagonist, 7-methylxanthine (7-MX), reduces both formdeprivation and lens-induced myopia in mammalian animal models. We investigated whether topically instilled
caffeine, another non-selective ADOR antagonist, retards vision-induced axial elongation in monkeys. Beginning
at 24 days of age, a 1.4% caffeine solution was instilled in both eyes of 14 rhesus monkeys twice each day until
the age of 135 days. Concurrent with the caffeine regimen, the monkeys were fitted with helmets that held either
− 3 D (-3D/pl caffeine, n = 8) or +3 D spectacle lenses (+3D/pl caffeine, n = 6) in front of their lens-treated eyes
and zero-powered lenses in front of their fellow-control eyes. Refractive errors and ocular dimensions were
measured at baseline and periodically throughout the lens-rearing period. Control data were obtained from 8
vehicle-treated animals also reared with monocular − 3 D spectacles (-3D/pl vehicle). In addition, historical
comparison data were available for otherwise untreated lens-reared controls (-3D/pl controls, n = 20; +3D/pl
controls, n = 9) and 41 normal monkeys. The vehicle controls and the untreated lens-reared controls consistently
developed compensating axial anisometropias (-3D/pl vehicle = − 1.44 ± 1.04 D; -3D/pl controls = − 1.85 ±
1.20 D; +3D/pl controls = +1.92 ± 0.56 D). The caffeine regime did not interfere with hyperopic compensation
in response to +3 D of anisometropia (+1.93 ± 0.82 D), however, it reduced the likelihood that animals would
compensate for − 3 D of anisometropia (+0.58 ± 1.82 D). The caffeine regimen also promoted hyperopic shifts in
both the lens-treated and fellow-control eyes; 26 of the 28 caffeine-treated eyes became more hyperopic than the
median normal monkey (mean (±SD) relative hyperopia = +2.27 ± 1.65 D; range = +0.31 to +6.37 D). The
effects of topical caffeine on refractive development, which were qualitatively similar to those produced by oral
administration of 7-MX, indicate that ADOR antagonists have potential in treatment strategies for preventing
and/or reducing myopia progression.

1. Introduction
Ocular growth and emmetropization are regulated by visual feed
back associated with the eye’s refractive state. The vision-dependent
cascade that regulates ocular growth and emmetropization begins in
the retina where the sign of optical defocus is encoded (i.e., the direction
of growth required to eliminate an existing refractive error). Direction
specific signals are communicated from the neural retina through the
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), to the choroid, and finally to the
sclera, where alterations in the biochemistry and tissue biomechanics
produce changes in the eye’s axial elongation rate that normally reduce

or eliminate refractive errors (see Troilo et al., 2019 (Troilo et al., 2019)
for a recent review). It is likely that behavioral and environmental fac
tors that influence the operation of this cascade are responsible for
common refractive errors, such as myopia, in children.
Although there are still many gaps in our knowledge concerning the
constituent components and the operating characteristics of this visiondependent cascade, multiple potential cellular, biochemical, and mo
lecular components have been identified in each of the major ocular
structures involved in the cascade (Troilo et al., 2019). Identifying and
understanding the role of cascade components is valuable because it
may be possible to design treatment regimens that control and/or
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manipulate a given component in a manner that would prevent or
eliminate common refractive errors. In this respect, there is strong evi
dence that cholinergic muscarinic receptors (McBrien et al., 1993;
Raviola and Wiesel, 1985; Stone et al., 1991; Tigges et al., 1999) are a
key component in this cascade and that therapeutic treatment strategies
employing cholinergic muscarinic receptor antagonists, like atropine
(Bedrossian, 1971; Chia et al., 2014; Shih et al., 1999; Wildsoet et al.,
2019) or pirenzepine (Siatkowski et al., 2008), are effective in reducing
the rate of myopia progression in children.
There is growing evidence that adenosine receptors (ADORs) are also
elements within the emmetropization cascade or, at the least, can
indirectly influence the operating characteristics of the cascade. In pri
mates, all of the known ADOR subtypes have been localized in the neural
retina, RPE, choroid and sclera (Beach et al., 2018; Brass et al., 1987; Cui
et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2007; Wan et al., 2011). Although it is likely
that ADORs are involved in a variety of cellular functions, ADORs have
been shown to have physiological effects that are relevant to the
emmetropization cascade. For example, ADORs influence the release of
retinal neurotransmitters known to be involved in regulating ocular
growth (e.g., dopamine and acetylcholine) (Cunha, 2001; Dong et al.,
2007; Oliveira & Correia-de-SA, 2005; Salmi et al., 2005; Sohni and
Hartwick, 2014). ADORs alter choroidal blood flow (Polska et al., 2003)
and regulate fluid transport across the RPE (Kawahara et al., 2005) (i.e.,
factors that may be involved in vision-dependent changes in choroidal
thickness (Zhang and Wildsoet, 2015)), and collagen synthesis by scleral
fibroblasts (Cui et al., 2011; Nie et al., 2012; Trier et al., 1999; Zhou
et al., 2010). Moreover, visual manipulations that produce axial myopia
alter the pattern of ADOR expression in the major ocular tissues involved
in the emmetropization cascade (Cui et al., 2010), and genetic deletion
of the A2A receptor has been shown to produce axial myopia in mice
(Zhou et al., 2010).
More importantly, at least with respect to potential treatment stra
tegies for myopia, the oral administration of the non-selective ADOR
antagonist, 7-methylxanthine (7-MX), has been shown to reduce the
axial myopic changes produced by either form deprivation or hyperopic
defocus in a variety of mammalian animal models (rabbits (Nie et al.,
2012), guinea pigs (Cui et al., 2011), and monkeys (Hung, Arumugam,
Ostrin, Patel, Trier, Jong & Smith III, 2018)) and to impede the course of
myopia in children, particularly those who, prior to treatment, exhibited
relatively moderate rates of myopic progression (Trier et al., 2008).
7-MX, which is a metabolite of caffeine, was initially studied as a po
tential treatment strategy for myopia because it does not readily cross
the blood-brain barrier and, consequently, does not have the arousal
effects of other adenosine antagonists.
The purpose of this study was to determine if topically instilled
caffeine is also effective in retarding axial elongation in infant rhesus
monkeys. Caffeine, like 7-MX, is a non-selective ADOR antagonist and a
common, well-tolerated dietary element. We chose to investigate
caffeine eye drops because caffeine is a more potent adenosine receptor
antagonist than 7-MX (Daly et al., 1983), topically applied caffeine
readily penetrates the eye (Kronschlager et al., 2014; Varma et al., 2010;
Yoon and Danesh-Meyer, 2019), and high concentrations of caffeine can
be delivered to the eye topically without resulting in blood serum levels
that have central nervous system stimulating effects (Kronschlager et al.,
2014; Varma et al., 2010), thus reducing potential systemic side effects
associated with oral administration.

USA) on a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle. During the lights-on cycle, which
began at 7:00 a.m., the illuminances at different locations within the
caging area ranged from 342 to 688 lux. At 24 ± 3 days of age, the
monkeys were fitted with light-weight helmets that held either − 3 D
(-3D/pl caffeine monkeys, n = 8) or +3 D spectacle lenses (+3D/pl
caffeine monkeys, n = 6) in front of their lens-treated eyes and zeropowered lenses (plano or pl lenses) in front of their fellow-control
eyes. Except for the brief daily periods when the lenses were cleaned
and the few extra seconds that it took to administer the caffeine eye
drops, the helmets were worn continuously until 135 ± 3 days of age.
Previous studies have demonstrated that normal infant monkeys
consistently demonstrate compensating refractive-error changes in
response to these degrees of imposed optical defocus (Hung et al., 2018;
Hung, Arumugam, She, Ostrin & Smith III, 2018; Hung, Crawford &
Smith III, 1995; Smith III & Hung, 1999; Smith III, Hung, Arumugam &
Huang, 2013). Our husbandry and lens-rearing regimens have been
described in detail previously (Hung et al., 2018; Smith III & Hung,
1999; Smith III et al., 2013).
Concurrent with the onset of lens wear, one drop of a 1.4% caffeine
solution (Greenpark Compounding Pharmacy, Houston, TX, USA) was
instilled in both eyes of these lens-reared monkeys twice a day (BID),
once at the start of the daily lights-on cycle and once at about 3:30 p.m.
The treatment drops consisted primarily of caffeine citrate (2.8%
caffeine citrate, 1.4% caffeine base), hydroxypropyl methylcellulose,
and sterile water. The concentration of the caffeine solution that we
employed was slightly higher than that employed in most previous
human studies (e.g., 1.4% vs 1.0%) (Chandra et al., 2011). The solution
was buffered, and preservatives were excluded to ensure that the drops
were well tolerated by the infant monkeys. Nevertheless, because the
ocular fissures of infant monkeys are small, a portion of each drop was
blinked out of the eye shortly after installation. Consequently, there is
some uncertainty about the exact amount of caffeine that effectively
remained in contact with the eye after a given application.
Control data for the eye drop regimen were obtained from an addi
tional 8 infant monkeys that were treated binocularly with the vehicle
solution on the same BID schedule as the caffeine-treated monkeys.
These vehicle controls also wore − 3 D lenses in front of one eye and
plano lenses in front of their fellow eyes (-3D/pl vehicle group). Control
data for normal emmetropization, lens-induced myopia (LIM) and lensinduced hyperopia (LIH), most of which were reported in previous
publications, were available for 41 infant monkeys reared with unre
stricted vision (i.e., normal controls; two of these normal controls were
studied during the course of this investigation) (Hung et al., 2018; Hung
et al., 2018; Hung, Ramamirtham, Huang, Qiao-Grider & Smith III,
2008; Qiao-Grider, Hung, Kee, Ramamirtham & Smith III, 2007; Smith
3rd, Hung, Arumugam, Holden, Neitz & Neitz, 2015; Smith III & Hung,
1999; Smith III, Hung and Huang, 2012) and otherwise untreated infant
monkeys reared with either monocular − 3 D (n = 20; -3D/pl control
group; two of these animals were studied concurrently with the
caffeine-treated monkeys) or +3 D treatment lenses (n = 9; +3D/pl
control group) (Hung et al., 1995; Smith III & Hung, 1999; Smith III
et al., 2013; Smith III, Hung, Huang, Blasdel, Humbird & Bockhorst,
2010; Smith III, Hung, Kee, Qiao-Grider & Ramamirtham, 2003). The
rearing procedures, husbandry protocols, measurement methods for the
-3D/pl vehicle group, the normal controls, and lens-reared controls were
similar in every respect to those used with the caffeine-treated monkeys.
The only significant change has been an upgrade to our A-scan ultra
sound system. We now use a slightly higher frequency probe (13 MHz vs
7 MHz), but we still employed the same contact measurement methods.
New technologies have also been added to the measurement protocol in
recent years (e.g., a Spectralis SD-OCT system for measuring choroidal
thickness). In these instances, the comparison databases are much
smaller, as noted in the text.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects and rearing procedures
Fourteen infant rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) that were obtained
at 2–3 weeks of age were the primary subjects. Throughout the study,
the monkeys were housed in our non-human primate nursery that was
illuminated by broadband “white” fluorescent lights (Philips TL735,
correlated color temperature = 3500 K; Philips Lighting, Sommerset, NJ,
2
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2.2. Ocular biometry

corresponding to the start and end of lens wear. Because the distribution
of refractive errors in normal monkeys at ages corresponding to the end
of the treatment period is leptokurtic, nonparametric Mann-Whitney
tests were used to compare end-of-treatment refractive errors between
normal-control and treated-subject groups. Mixed-design ANOVAs with
Greenhouse-Geisser (G-G) corrections for multiple testing were used to
compare the longitudinal changes in anisometropia and choroidal
thickness. Some cross-sectional between-group analyses were conducted
using Student T-tests. Paired-student T-tests were employed to examine
the interocular differences in ocular parameters within a given subject
group. The relationship between refractive error and the ratio between
vitreous chamber depth and anterior corneal radius (both expressed in
mm) were characterized using linear regression analysis.

The refractive errors, corneal powers, and axial dimensions were
measured for both eyes at ages corresponding to the start of lens wear
and subsequently at approximately two-week intervals throughout the
lens-rearing period. To make these measurements, the monkeys were
anesthetized (intramuscular injection: ketamine hydrochloride, 15–20
mg/kg, and acepromazine maleate, 0.15–0.2 mg/kg; topical: one drop
0.5% tetracaine hydrochloride), and cycloplegia was induced by the
topical instillation of 1 drop of 1% tropicamide OU, 25 and 20 min prior
to making the biometric measures. Each eye’s refractive state along the
pupillary axis was measured by retinoscopy independently by two
experienced investigators. The results were averaged using matrix no
tation (Harris, 1988), and the eye’s ametropia (i.e., refractive error) was
defined as the spherical-equivalent, spectacle-plane refractive correc
tion (95% limits of agreement = ±0.60 D) (Kee, Hung, Qiao-Grider,
Roorda & Smith III, 2004). A hand-held keratometer (Alcon
Auto-keratometer: Alcon, Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA) was employed to
measure central corneal curvature along the pupillary axis. Three
readings were averaged and the mean spherical-equivalent corneal
power was calculated using an assumed refractive index of 1.3375 (95%
limits of agreement = +0.49 to − 0.37 D) (Kee, Hung, Qiao, Habib &
Smith III, 2002). In a few instances, the corneas of very young infants
had curvatures that were too steep to be measured using the kera
tometer. In those cases, corneal power was determined using a corneal
video topographer (EyeSys, 2000; EyeSys Vision, Inc. Houston, TX,
USA). The eyes’ axial dimensions, in particular, anterior chamber depth,
lens thickness and vitreous chamber depth, were measured by A-scan
ultrasonography using a 13-MHz transducer (OTI Scan 1000; Ultra
Medical, Saarbruecken-Gersweiler, Germany). Ten separate measure
ments were averaged (95% limits of agreement for vitreous chamber
depth = ±0.05 mm) (Smith III et al., 2012).
Subfoveal choroidal thickness was measured at the onset of lens wear
and at several additional time points during the treatment period using
spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT; Spectralis,
Heidelberg, Germany). The 95% limits of agreement for the average
central choroidal thickness were − 10.4 to +5.9 μm (for details see Hung
et al. (2018)). Choroidal thickness data were obtained from all of the
caffeine-treated monkeys, the vehicle-control monkeys, and 7 normal
control animals (some of the normal control data were reported previ
ously in Hung et al. (2018)).
Intraocular pressure (IOP) was measured at the end of the treatment
period in both eyes of 13 caffeine-treated monkeys, the 8 vehicle con
trols, and 8 control monkeys using either a Tono-pen (Reichert Inc., of
Buffalo, NY) or a TonoVet (iCare, Revenio Group Corporation, Finland).
Pupil diameters were measured from photographs obtained under
typical laboratory lighting during the last month of treatment. The
photographs were taken approximately 1 h after the second daily
installation of caffeine or the vehicle solution. Also near the end of the
lens-rearing period, blood samples were obtained via femoral vein
puncture near the middle of the daily light cycle from 2 normal controls
and 6 caffeine-treated monkeys. Assays were performed for serum levels
of caffeine and two major caffeine metabolites in monkeys, theophylline
and theobromine. We did not assay for paraxanthine, a relatively minor
metabolite of caffeine in monkeys (Stavric, R. & Gilbert, 1984).
All rearing and experimental procedures were reviewed and
approved by the University of Houston’s Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee and were in compliance with the National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

3. Results
3.1. General observations
The caffeine-treated infants, like the control animals, were observed
at approximately 2-h intervals throughout the daily lights-on cycle. At
these times, the animals were fed infant formula by bottle until weaning,
and the animals were inspected to ensure that the helmets were properly
fitted and that the lenses were clean. No differences in behavior or ac
tivity levels between caffeine-treated and control animals were apparent
on casual observation at any time during the treatment period. There
were also no differences in weight gains (normal controls vs caffeine,
0.66 kg vs 0.64 kg; T = 0.48, P = 0.64); and at the end of the treatment
period, there were no differences in IOP between fellow-control eyes of
caffeine monkeys (10.2 ± 2.3 mmHg) and the left eyes of normal con
trols (11.2 ± 1.8 mmHg; T = 1.17, P = 0.26). In addition, the pupil
diameters in the caffeine monkeys (3.54 ± 0.34 mm) were similar to
those in the vehicle (3.59 ± 0.48 mm, T = 0.25, P = 0.81) and normal
controls (3.79 ± 0.49 mm, T = 1.24, P = 0.24). No alterations in the
anterior segment of the caffeine treated eyes were noted on slit-lamp
examination, and visual inspection of the OCT images revealed normal
retinal organization.
If all of the caffeine in the eye drops had entered the systems of the
infant monkeys, the total daily dose for individual animals would have
been about 2.8 mg of caffeine (i.e., 4.7 mg/kg at baseline). To determine
the levels of caffeine absorbed systemically from the topically instilled
drops, blood samples, which were obtained at the midpoint of the lightson cycle from 6 caffeine-treated infants near the end of the treatment
period (mean (±SD) weight = 1.31 ± 0.18 kg; a maximum daily caffeine
dose of 2.2 mg/kg) and 2 age-matched controls, were analyzed for
methylxanthines. The detection limit for the serum methylxanthine
screen was 50 parts per billion (50 ng/ml). No traces of caffeine or the
caffeine metabolites, theobromine and theophylline, were detected in
either of the two control monkeys. In the caffeine-treated monkeys, the
average (±SD) serum levels of caffeine and theophylline were 203 ± 58
ng/ml (range = 154–249 ng/ml) and 159 ± 60 (range = 91–249 ng/ml),
respectively. Trace amounts of theobromine were detected in all six
caffeine-treated infants. To put these serum caffeine levels into
perspective, a single cup of coffee can provide an effective caffeine dose
of 0.4–2.5 mg/kg in adult humans and result in an average plasma
concentration maximum of 250–2000 ng/ml 15–120 min after con
sumption (Fredholm et al., 1999; Gelal et al., 2003).
3.2. Refractive development
At the start of the lens-rearing period, there were no differences in
refractive error, corneal power, anterior chamber depth, lens thickness
or vitreous chamber depth between any of the subject groups (F = 0.69
to 2.04; P = 0.08 to 0.63). All of the infants in the vehicle- and caffeinetreated groups exhibited the moderate degrees of hyperopia that are
typically observed in normal macaques (Qiao-Grider et al., 2007). The
average refractive errors for the right eyes of the -3D/pl (+3.92 ± 1.24

2.3. Statistical methods
Statistical analyses were performed using Minitab (Release 16.2.4,
Minitab Inc, State College, PA) and Super ANOVA software (Abacus
Concepts, Inc, Berkeley, CA). One-way ANOVAs were also used to
examine between-group differences in ocular parameters at ages
3
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D) and +3D/pl caffeine monkeys (+3.94 ± 1.35 D) were comparable to
those of the monkeys in the vehicle (+3.45 ± 1.17 D, T = 0.79 and 0.72,
P = 0.44 and 0.49) and normal control groups (+3.89 ± 1.79 D, T = 0.18
and 0.18, P = 0.86 and 0.86). The two eyes of individual vehicle- and
caffeine-treated animals were also well-matched (see Table 1). At
baseline, there were no significant interocular differences in refractive
error, corneal power, anterior chamber depth, lens thickness, vitreous
chamber depth, or choroidal thickness in either the vehicle controls (P
= 0.25 to 0.75) or the -3D/pl (P = 0.33 to 0.84) and the +3D/pl caffeine
treatment groups (P = 0.15 to 0.53).
As reported previously, the optically imposed anisometropias
consistently produced compensating interocular differences in refractive
error in the lens-reared controls (see Hung et al. (2018) for examples of
compensating refractive-error changes for individual lens-reared control
animals as well as end-of-treatment summary data). Seventeen of the 20
infants in the -3D/pl control group developed relative myopic refractive

errors in their treated eyes that were at least − 0.50 D in magnitude. All 9
of the +3D/pl controls exhibited relative hyperopic refractive errors of
at least +0.50 D in their treated eyes that reduced the degree of imposed
anisometropia.
The topical vehicle regimen did not prevent the development of lensinduced myopic anisometropia. In Fig. 1, the spherical-equivalent
refractive errors are plotted as a function of age for the treated (filled
symbols) and fellow eyes (open symbols) of individual -3D/pl vehiclecontrol monkeys. For reference, the shaded area in each plot repre
sents the 10% to 90% limits for the range of refractive errors in the
normal control animals. Although two vehicle controls (Fig. 1A and B)
manifested only small degrees of relative myopia in their treated eyes at
the end of the treatment period (>-0.5 D), the other six vehicle controls
exhibited obvious and consistent compensating myopic changes in their
treated eyes that were similar to those typically observed in the
negative-lens-reared controls.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 2, which shows the longitudinal
spherical-equivalent refractive errors for the treated (filled symbols) and
fellow eyes (open symbols) of individual -3D/pl caffeine monkeys, the
topical caffeine regimen greatly reduced the likelihood that the animals
reared with − 3 D of imposed monocular hyperopic defocus developed
compensating myopic ametropias in their treated eyes. Only two of the
eight -3D/pl caffeine monkeys developed compensating myopic aniso
metropias (panels 2G and 2H). In contrast to the consistent pattern of
refractive compensation exhibited by the -3D/pl vehicle and lens-reared
controls, there were no systematic interocular differences in the
refractive errors of three of the -3D/pl caffeine monkeys (panels 2D-2F)
and three of the animals in this group exhibited increasing relative hy
peropic ametropias in their lens-treated eyes (panels 2A-2C). These
relative hyperopic changes are particularly significant because the
resulting anisometropias in these -3D/pl caffeine monkeys increased the
degree of hyperopic defocus that the lens-treated eyes experienced.
On the other hand, the topical caffeine regimen did not prevent
compensating refractive changes to monocular positive-powered lenses
(Fig. 3). All six +3D/pl caffeine-treated monkeys developed relative
hyperopic refractive errors in their lens-treated eyes. These hyperopic
anisometropias, like those observed in the lens-reared controls, emerged
early in the treatment period and were relatively stable over the last half
of the observation period. The smallest hyperopic anisometropia was
observed in the animal (MKY F691, panel 3F) that showed large hy
peropic refractive shifts in both eyes.
Fig. 4 summarizes the effects of the caffeine regimen on the inter
ocular differences in refractive error that are normally produced by the
lens-rearing procedures. The magnitude of anisometropia (lens-treated
eye ametropia – fellow eye ametropia) is plotted as a function of age for
individual -3D/pl vehicle controls (Fig. 4A) and the -3D/pl (Fig. 4B) and
+3D/pl caffeine-treated monkeys (Fig. 4 C). The large symbols with
error bars to the right in each plot illustrate the mean (±SD) anisome
tropias at the end of the treatment period for the vehicle controls (cyan
fill), the lens-reared controls (red fill) and the caffeine-treated monkeys
(blue fill). Qualitatively and quantitatively the longitudinal pattern of
anisometropias in the -3D/pl vehicle controls was similar to that
observed in the -3D/pl lens-reared controls (F = 0.33, P = 0.80). Like the
lens-reared controls the majority of vehicle controls (6 of 8 versus 17 of
20) exhibited anisometropias that were more than 2 SDs more myopic
than the mean anisometropia for normal monkeys. At the end of the
lens-rearing period, the average anisometropias for the -3D/pl vehicle
controls and the -3D/pl lens-reared controls were − 1.44 ± 1.04 D and
− 1.85 ± 1.20 D, respectively (T = 0.90, P = 0.38).
As shown in Fig. 4B, the direction and magnitude of anisometropia
varied greatly between animals in the -3D/pl caffeine group and the
development pattern of anisometropia was very different from that
observed in the -3D/pl vehicle (F = 4.61, P = 0.02) and lens-reared
control monkeys (F = 7.79, P = 0.0006). While two of the -3D/pl
caffeine monkeys exhibited myopic anisometropias that were compa
rable to those typically observed in the -3D/pl vehicle and lens-reared

Table 1
Average (±SD) baseline and end-of-treatment refractive errors and biometric
measures.
Group

Refractive
Error (D)

Baseline
Vehicle
+3.45
-3D/pl
1.17
Treated
+3.48
eye
1.14
Fellow
eye
Caffeine
+3.92
-3D/pl
1.24
Treated
+3.93
eye
1.17
Fellow
eye
Caffeine
+3.94
+3D/pl
1.35
Treated
+3.84
eye
1.27
Fellow
eye
Normal
+3.83
Controls
1.77
Right
+3.80
Eye
1.70
Left Eye
End of Treatment
Vehicle
#
-3D/pl
+1.92
Treated
2.02
eye
+3.36
Fellow
1.15
eye
Caffeine
+4.60
-3D/pl
1.96
Treated
+4.02
eye
1.03
Fellow
eye
Caffeine
#
+3D/pl
+5.68
Treated
1.74
eye
+3.75
Fellow
2.38
eye
Normal
+2.42
Controls
0.91
Right
+2.35
Eye
0.97
Left Eye

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

±
±

Corneal
Power
(D)

Vitreous
Chamber
Depth
(mm)

Vitreous
Chamber/
Corneal
Radius
Ratio

Choroidal
Thickness
(μm)

63.17 ±
1.26
63.27 ±
1.21

8.32 ±
0.30
8.30 ±
0.32

1.557 ±
0.044
1.554 ±
0.043

124.0 ±
22.0
125.9 ±
20.6

61.40 ±
1.62
61.44 ±
1.33

8.49 ±
0.25
8.51 ±
0.23

1.543 ±
0.037
1.559 ±
0.025

132.4 ±
15.9
131.7 ±
15.5

62.01 ±
2.25
61.85 ±
2.44

8.52 ±
0.43
8.50 ±
0.45

1.563 ±
0.033
1.555 ±
0.040

134.3 ±
20.8
131.1 ±
26.1

61.52 ±
2.03
61.59 ±
1.90

8.62 ±
0.30
8.62 ±
0.30

1.572 ±
0.056
1.573 ±
0.053

121.9 ±
19.3
119.8 ±
15.9

57.51 ±
1.24
57.69 ±
1.49

#
9.63 ±
0.45
9.35 ±
0.36

#
1.640 ±
0.069
1.598 ±
0.052

159.7 ±
34.3
167.5 ±
34.2

56.28 ±
1.60
56.45 ±
1.64

9.49 ±
0.28
9.50 ±
0.34

1.582 ±
0.060
1.587 ±
0.037

164.8 ±
15.9
157.5 ±
14.5

55.82 ±
2.05
55.99 ±
2.11

#
9.31 ±
0.53
9.67 ±
0.62

#
1.537 ±
0.052
1.602 ±
0.079

#
176.1 ±
19.6
156.0 ±
24.9

55.89 ±
1.59
55.97 ±
1.64

9.76 ±
0.29
9.75 ±
0.31

1.618 ±
0.046
1.619 ±
0.049

143.6 ±
27.4
142.4 ±
21.8

# Significant interocular difference (P < 0.05).
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Fig. 1. Spherical-equivalent, spectacle-plane
refractive corrections plotted as a function
of age for vehicle control monkeys reared
with − 3 D lenses in front of their treated eyes
(filled symbols) and zero-powered lenses in
front of their fellow eyes (open symbols). The
first and last symbols in each individual plot
represent the start and end of the treatment
period, respectively. The shaded area in each
plot illustrates the 10% to 90% range of am
etropias for the 41 normal control animals.
The panels are arranged from A to H ac
cording to the degree of relative myopic
anisometropia observed at the end of the lensrearing period. Comparable plots showing
longitudinal refractive-error data for individ
ual -3D/pl lens-reared control animals can be
found in Fig. 1 of Hung et al.(Hung et al.,
2018).

Fig. 2. Spherical-equivalent, spectacle-plane refractive corrections plotted as a function of age for caffeine-treated monkeys reared with − 3 D lenses in front of their
treated eyes (filled symbols) and zero-powered lenses in front of their fellow eyes (open symbols). The first and last symbols in each individual plot represent the start
and end of the treatment period, respectively. The shaded area in each plot illustrates the 10% to 90% range of ametropias for the 41 normal control animals. The
panels are arranged from A to H according to the degree of relative myopic anisometropia observed at the end of the lens-rearing period.

controls, three of the -3D/pl caffeine monkeys developed hyperopic
anisometropias and the other three -3D/pl caffeine monkeys, like
normal control monkeys, maintained similar refractive errors in both
eyes throughout the treatment period. On the other hand, in the vehicle
and lens-reared control animals, the -3D/pl lens-rearing strategy
consistently produced compensating myopic anisometropias that were
outside the 95% confidence limits for anisometropias in normal mon
keys (shaded areas). At the end of the treatment period, the mean
anisometropia for the -3D/pl caffeine monkeys (+0.58 ± 1.82 D) was
significantly more hyperopic than that exhibited by either the -3D/pl
vehicle (T = 2.72, P = 0.02) or lens-reared controls (T = 3.48, P =
0.007).
In contrast, as illustrated in Fig. 4C, all of the +3D/pl caffeine
monkeys consistently developed compensating hyperopic anisometro
pias that were outside the 95% confidence limits for normal monkeys.

Similarly, all 9 of the +3D/pl control animals developed hyperopic
anisometropias that were above the range of anisometropias in agematched normal monkeys. A mixed-design ANOVA showed that the
+3/pl control monkeys and +3D/pl caffeine monkeys had similar
developmental patterns of anisometropia (F = 0.38, P = 0.75). At ages
corresponding to the end of the treatment period, the mean (±SD) an
isometropias for the +3D/pl controls (+1.87 ± 0.55 D) and +3D/pl
caffeine-treated monkeys (+1.93 ± 0.82 D) were nearly identical (T =
− 0.16, P = 0.88).
In comparison to normal control monkeys, the caffeine and lensrearing regimens in combination altered the course of emmetropiza
tion in both the lens-treated and fellow-control eyes, and consequently,
the final refractive errors observed at the end of the treatment period.
Fig. 5A, B and 5C compare the changes in refractive error from baseline
that took place during the observation period between the right eyes of
5
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Fig. 3. Spherical-equivalent, spectacleplane refractive corrections plotted as
a function of age for caffeine-treated
monkeys reared with +3 D lenses in
front of their lens-treated eyes (filled
symbols) and zero-powered (plano)
lenses in front of their fellow eyes (open
symbols). The first and last symbols in
each individual function represent the
start and end of the treatment period,
respectively. The shaded area in each
plot illustrates the 10% to 90% range of
ametropias for the 41 normal control
animals. The panels are arranged from A
to F according to the degree of hyper
opia observed in the lens-treated eyes at
the end of the lens-rearing period.

Fig. 4. Interocular differences in refractive error (lens-treated eye – fellow eye) plotted as a function of age for individual -3D/pl vehicle controls (A) and -3D/pl (B)
and +3D/pl caffeine monkeys (C). The first and last symbols in each individual function represent the start and end of the treatment period, respectively. The shaded
area in each plot represents ±2 SDs of the mean anisometropia for the 41 normal control monkeys. The symbols with errors bars on the right in each plot show the
average end-of-treatment anisometropias for the vehicle controls (cyan fill), caffeine-treated monkeys (blue fill) and the lens-reared controls (red fill). See Fig. 3 in
Hung et al. (Hung et al., 2018) for similar longitudinal plots of anisometropia for the lens-reared control monkeys.

normal control monkeys and the lens-treated eyes of -3D/pl vehicle
controls and the -3D/pl and +3D/pl caffeine-treated monkeys, respec
tively. As illustrated by the red lines, the median normal control monkey
typically became less hyperopic/more myopic during the observation
period, i.e., they exhibited emmetropization from their initial hyperopic
ametropias. In contrast, the majority of the caffeine-treated eyes showed
relatively smaller myopic shifts or they became more hyperopic. At the
end of the treatment period, only one treated eye in the -3D/pl caffeine
group exhibited refractive-error changes that were at or below the me
dian normal control animal. Over the course of the treatment period, the
average changes in refractive error from baseline for the treated eyes of
the -3D/pl (+0.67 ± 1.56D, T = 3.22, P = 0.008) and +3D/pl caffeinetreated monkeys (+1.57 ± 1.66 D, T = 3.94, P = 0.006) were signifi
cantly more hyperopic than that for the normal controls (mean change
= − 1.36 ± 1.82 D). Similarly, the lens-treated eyes of the -3D/pl caffeine
monkeys exhibited more hyperopic/less myopic changes in refractive
error than the lens-treated eyes of the vehicle controls (mean change =

− 1.52 ± 1.91, T = − 2.52, P = 0.03).
Fig. 5D illustrates the spherical-equivalent refractive errors for both
eyes of individual animals at the end of the observation period. In
comparison to normal monkeys (right eye median = +2.44 D), both the
lens-treated (+5.19 D, P = 0.002) and fellow-control eyes of the -3D/pl
caffeine monkeys (+3.81 D, P = 0.0003) were significantly more hy
peropic. On average, the lens-treated eyes of the -3D/pl caffeine mon
keys (+4.59 ± 1.96) were also significantly more hyperopic than those
of the -3D/pl vehicle (+1.92 ± 2.02, T = 2.69, P = 0.02) and lens-reared
controls (+0.97 ± 2.25, T = 4.24, P = 0.001). In addition, the fellow
eyes of the -3D/pl caffeine monkeys were significantly more hyperopic
than the fellow eyes of -3D/pl lens-reared controls (+4.02 ± 1.03 D vs
+2.82 ± 1.60 D, T = 2.34, P = 0.03). Although the fellow eyes of the
-3D/pl caffeine monkeys were also more hyperopic than those of the
-3D/pl vehicle controls, these differences were not statistically signifi
cant (+3.36 ± 1.15 D, T = 1.24, P = 0.25). There were no betweengroup differences in the final refractive errors for treated and fellow
6
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Fig. 5. Relative changes in refractive error for the lens-treated eyes of individual vehicle controls (A) and caffeine monkeys reared with -3D (B) and +3D of imposed
anisometropia (C) plotted as a function of age. The data were normalized to the refractive corrections at the start of the treatment period. The first and last symbols in
each individual function represent the start and end of the treatment period, respectively. The red line in each plot shows the median refractive-error changes
observed in normal control animals. (D) Ametropias obtained at ages corresponding to the end of the lens-rearing period for individual animals. The right and left
eyes of the normal monkeys are represented by open symbols. For the lens-reared animals, the filled and open symbols represent the lens-treated and control eyes,
respectively.

eyes of the -3D/pl vehicle controls and the -3D/pl lens-reared controls
(P > 0.05).
At the end of the rearing period, the lens-treated eyes of the +3D/pl
caffeine monkeys (+5.41 D, P = 0.0002) were significantly more hy
peropic than the eyes of normal monkeys. Although 5 of the 6 fellow
eyes of the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys were more hyperopic than the
median normal monkey, the ametropias for these fellow eyes were not
significantly different from those of normal monkeys (median = +2.81
D, P = 0.06). On average, the final refractive errors for the lens-treated
and fellow control eyes of the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys were also sta
tistically similar to those of the +3D/pl lens-reared controls (treated
eyes: +5.68 ± 1.71 D vs +4.79 ± 0.92 D, T = 1.15, P = 0.29; fellow eyes:
+3.75 ± 2.38 D vs +2.92 ± 0.99 D, T = 0.81, P = 0.45).

control monkeys (T = − 1.96 to − 0.40, P = 0.08 to 0.70). However, the
anterior chamber depths in lens-treated eyes of +3D/pl caffeine mon
keys were marginally shallower than that observed in normal monkeys
(2.89 mm vs 3.08 mm; T = − 2.39, P = 0.03). This difference may reflect
the fact that at the start of the treatment period the anterior chamber
depths of the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys were on average shallower,
although not statistically, than those of the animals in the other subject
groups (see Table 1).
The anisometropias observed in the -3D/pl vehicle controls and
+3D/pl caffeine monkeys were associated with alterations in the
thickness of the treated eye’s choroid that were similar in nature to the
defocus-induced choroidal thickness changes observed in many species
(Troilo et al., 2019). As illustrated in Fig. 6, which compares the average
(±SEM) longitudinal changes in sub-foveal choroidal thickness between
subject groups, the normal controls (grey symbols) exhibited
age-dependent increases in choroidal thickness. The choroidal thickness
in the two eyes of the controls were well matched throughout the
observation period and at the end of the observation period, the mean
(±SEM) increases in choroidal thickness were 22.9 ± 10.1 μm and 22.5
± 8.2 μm for the right and left eyes of the normal controls, respectively
(T = 0.03, P = 0.98). At the start of the treatment period the choroidal
thickness in the two eyes of the vehicle controls were similar (124.1 ±
7.8 μm vs 125.9 ± 7.3 μm, T = − 0.67, P = 0.53), however, as illustrated
in panel A, the imposed hyperopic defocus produced a rapid and

3.3. Ocular components
At the end of the treatment period, the dimensions of the anterior
segments of both eyes of the caffeine-treated monkeys were similar to
those of the age-matched normal control animals. In particular, there
were no between-group differences in the average corneal power (T =
− 0.03 to 0.80, P = 0.44 to 0.98) or lens thickness (T = 0.79 to 1.98, P =
0.09 to 0.44). The anterior chamber depths of both eyes of the -3D/pl
caffeine monkeys and the fellow control eyes of the +3D/pl caffeine
monkeys were also not significantly different from those in normal

Fig. 6. The average (±SEM) relative changes in choroidal thickness for the lens-treated (filled circles) and fellow control eyes (open circles) of the -3D/pl vehicle
controls (A) and caffeine-treated monkeys reared with − 3 D (B) and +3 D of imposed anisometropia (C). The solid grey symbols represent data from control monkeys.
The first and last symbols in each individual function represent the start and end of the treatment period, respectively.
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significant relative decrease in choroidal thickness in the lens-treated
eyes (cyan symbols). During the first 30 days of the treatment period,
the changes in choroidal thickness in the fellow eyes of the vehicle
controls (white symbols) were comparable to those in the normal con
trols, however, the increases in choroidal thickness in the lens-reared
eyes were smaller than the fellow-eye changes in 7 of the 8 vehicle
controls. As a result the choroidal thickness in the lens-reared eyes at 42
(mean ± SEM = 120.6 ± 9.3 μm vs 142.3 ± 9.03 μm, T = − 4.38, P =
0.003) and 56 days of age (128.4 ± 9.6 μm vs 142.2 ± 12.2 μm, T =
− 3.35, P = 0.01), were significantly thinner, and the interocular dif
ferences were larger than any of the mean interocular differences
observed in the normal control monkeys (right eye – left eye range =
− 5.4 to +3.6 μm). As the -3D/pl vehicle controls compensated for the
imposed anisometropia, the degree of hyperopic defocus experienced by
the lens-treated eye and the interocular differences in choroidal thick
ness decreased.
The caffeine regimen did not alter the normal age-dependent in
creases in choroidal thickness. As illustrated in Fig. 6B and C, the fellow
control eyes of both the +3D/pl (F = 0.27, P = 0.80) and the -3D/pl
caffeine treated monkeys (F = 0.57, P = 0.59) exhibited the same pattern
of age-dependent increases in choroidal thickness as the normal control
monkeys, and at the end of the treatment period the average increases in
choroidal thickness were similar to those of the normal control monkeys
(-3D/pl caffeine = 25.8 ± 7.6 μm, T = − 0.23, P = 0.82; +3D/pl caffeine
= 24.9 ± 5.9 μm, T = − 0.17, P = 0.87).
As in the other subject groups, there were also no interocular dif
ferences in choroidal thickness in the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys at the
start of the treatment period (134.3 ± 8.5 μm vs 131.1 ± 10.6 μm, T =
1.25, P = 0.27). However, as shown in Fig. 6C, the optically imposed
myopic defocus produced a rapid and significant relative increase in
choroidal thickness in the lens-reared eyes that was apparent at the first
measurement session following the onset of treatment (164.5 ± 8.47 μm
vs 142.35 ± 9.72 μm, T = 8.81, P = 0.0001). This relative increase in
choroidal thickness was sustained throughout the treatment period
despite the fact that these animals compensated for much of the optically
imposed defocus.
Interestingly, the caffeine regimen prevented the expected relative
reduction in choroidal thickness in the lens-reared eyes of the -3D/pl
caffeine monkeys (Fig. 6B). Instead, throughout the observation period,
the average increases in choroidal thickness in the lens-treated and the
fellow-control eyes of the -3D/pl caffeine monkeys were well-matched
and very similar to those exhibited by the normal control monkeys.
The axial nature of the refractive errors in the caffeine monkeys is
demonstrated in Fig. 7. In panel A, the interocular differences in vitreous

chamber depth obtained at the end of the treatment period are shown for
individual animals in each subject group. As expected, the average vit
reous chamber depth in the two eyes of the normal controls were wellmatched (open diamonds; 9.76 mm vs 9.75 mm; T = 0.76, P = 0.45). In
comparison, both lens-reared control groups (red symbols) showed
significant compensating interocular differences in vitreous chamber
depth. Specifically, the -3D/pl lens-reared controls exhibited deeper
vitreous chambers in their relatively myopic lens-treated eyes (10.33 ±
0.56 mm vs 9.96 ± 0.49 mm; T = 5.69, P < 0.001), whereas the +3D/pl
lens-reared controls exhibited shallower vitreous chambers in their
relatively hyperopic lens-treated eyes (9.51 ± 0.31 mm vs 9.83 ± 0.31
mm; T = − 11.52, P < 0.001). Similarly, the vitreous chambers in the
relatively myopic treated eyes of -3D/pl vehicle controls (cyan symbols)
were significantly deeper than those for their fellow control eyes (9.63
± 0.45 mm vs 9.35 ± 0.36; T = 4.54, P = 0.003). The interocular vit
reous chamber differences in all three lens-reared control groups were
significantly larger than those found in normal monkeys (P < 0.001). For
the caffeine-treated monkeys (blue symbols), the animals reared with
+3D treatment lenses also had relatively shallower vitreous chambers in
their relatively hyperopic lens-treated eyes (9.31 mm vs 9.67 mm; T =
− 6.54, P = 0.001). The average interocular difference in vitreous
chamber depth in the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys was similar in magni
tude to that in the +3D/pl lens-reared controls (− 0.37 mm vs − 0.32
mm; T = 0.77, P = 0.47), but significantly different from the interocular
vitreous chamber differences in the normal monkeys (T = 6.51, P =
0.001). On the other hand, the interocular differences in vitreous
chamber depth were highly variable within the -3D/pl caffeine mon
keys. The average interocular difference for this group was significantly
smaller than that found in the -3D/pl vehicle controls (− 0.01 ± 0.29 mm
vs +0.28 ± 0.17 mm; T = − 2.41, P = 0.04) and similar to that for the
normal monkeys (T = 0.20, P = 0.85). The high degree of variability in
the interocular differences in vitreous chamber depths within this group
reflected the inter-subject differences in anisometropia (see Fig. 4). For
example, in the two -3D/pl caffeine monkeys that developed myopic
anisometropias, the vitreous chamber depths were deeper in their lenstreated eyes. On the other hand, in the three -3D/pl caffeine monkeys
that developed the large hyperopic anisometropias, the vitreous cham
ber depths were shallower in their lens-treated eyes.
The end-of-treatment refractive errors were correlated with vitreous
chamber depth. In Fig. 7B, refractive error is plotted as a function of the
ratio of vitreous chamber depth and anterior corneal radius (VC/CR) for
both eyes of individual caffeine monkeys (blue symbols), vehicle con
trols (cyan symbols), and lens-reared controls (red symbols). Because
neither the lens-rearing procedures nor the caffeine regimen altered
Fig. 7. (A) Interocular differences in vitreous cham
ber depth (right or lens-treated eye – left or fellow
eye) obtained at the end of the observation period for
individual animals in each subject group. The data for
the normal controls, the lens-reared controls, the
vehicle controls, and caffeine-treated monkeys are
represented by the white, red, cyan and blue filled
symbols, respectively. The symbols with errors bars
on the right in each plot show the average (±SD) endof-treatment anisometropias. (B) End-of-treatment
ametropias plotted as function of the ratio of the
vitreous chamber depth and anterior corneal radius
for individual vehicle controls (cyan symbols), lensreared controls (red symbols) and caffeine-treated
monkeys (blue symbols). The lens-treated and
fellow eyes of the animals reared with -3D of imposed
anisometropia are represented by
and symbols,
respectively. The lens-treated and fellow eyes of ani
mals reared with +3D of imposed anisometropia are
represented by
and
symbols, respectively. The
solid line represents the best fitting linear regression
for all of the data included in the plot.
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corneal power, plotting the VC/CR ratio reduces the effects of the
normal inter-subject differences in corneal power on axial growth dur
ing emmetropization and provides a clearer indication of how
treatment-induced changes in vitreous chamber elongation contributed
to an eye’s final refractive state. Linear regression analysis that included
all the data in panel B indicated that refractive error was significantly
correlated with the VC/CR ratio (r2 = 0.88; P < 0.0001) in the lensreared monkeys. The more hyperopic eyes typically had lower VC/CR
ratios (i.e., relatively shorter vitreous chambers for given corneal power)
than the generally less hyperopic/more myopic eyes. The overall pattern
of results was similar for all the subjects and the data for each of the
subject groups appeared to be adequately described by the regression
line.

2018). During the treatment period, the 7-MX monkeys received 100
mg/kg of 7-MX by mouth twice per day at the start and end of the daily
lights-on cycle. The biometric methods and the lens-rearing procedures
were virtually identical for the 7-MX- and caffeine-treated animals.
Fig. 8 reveals that both ADOR antagonists prevented myopic compen
sation to imposed hyperopic defocus, and both ADOR antagonists
appeared to facilitate the compensating hyperopic shifts produced by
imposed myopic defocus. In addition, the average refractive errors in the
lens-treated (+4.59 ± 0.69 D) and fellow eyes of the -3D/pl caffeine
monkeys (+4.02 ± 0.36 D) were comparable to those in the lens-treated
(+4.89 ± 0.96 D; T = − 0.25, P = 0.81) and fellow eyes of the 7-MX
monkeys reared with -3D of imposed anisometropia (+4.54 ± 0.67 D;
T = − 0.69, P = 0.50). Similarly there were no significant differences
between the average refractive errors of the lens-treated (+5.68 ± 0.70
D vs +6.10 ± 0.70 D; T = − 0.43, P = 0.68) and fellow eyes of the
caffeine and 7-MX monkeys reared with +3D of imposed anisometropia
(+3.75 ± 0.97 D vs +4.31 ± 0.80 D; T = − 0.47, P = 0.67). In addition,
the average refractive errors for the lens-treated and fellow eyes of both
the caffeine- and 7-MX-treated monkeys were more hyperopic than
normal control animals and, with the exception of the refractive errors
for the fellow eyes of the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys (T = 1.29, P = 0.13),
all of these differences were significant (T = 5.07 to 2.23, P = 0.002 to
0.04).
The ocular component changes responsible for the ametropias in the
caffeine and 7-MX monkeys were also similar. Neither the caffeine nor
the 7-MX treatments produced systematic alterations in corneal power,
anterior chamber depth or lens thickness. On the other hand, the an
isometropias and absolute refractive errors observed in both the 7-MX
(Hung et al., 2018) and caffeine monkeys were significantly correlated
with vitreous chamber depth, and both treatment regimens interfered
with the decrease in choroidal thickness normally produced by imposed
hyperopic defocus. There was one apparent difference in the effects of
oral 7-MX and topical caffeine. Whereas, the caffeine regimen did not
alter the age-related increases in choroidal thickness in the fellow con
trol eyes, we previously reported a sustained increase in choroidal
thickness in the fellow control eyes of 7-MX monkeys relative to normal
control eyes. The absolute age-dependent increases in fellow-eye
choroidal thickness in 7-MX and caffeine-treated monkeys were very
similar. For instance, the average end-of-treatment increases in
fellow-eye choroids in the -3D/pl caffeine and -3D/pl 7-MX monkeys
were 24.9 ± 5.9 and 24.4 ± 4.0 μm, respectively. In this study our
normal monkey data set was more extensive and the age-dependent
increases in choroidal thickness were greater than those observed in
our 7-MX study.
Comparisons across studies involving different animal species sug
gest that the protective effects of 7-MX on vision-induced myopia may be
dose dependent (Hung et al., 2018). In this respect, it is interesting that
there was good quantitative agreement between the results for the 7-MX
and caffeine treatment regimens in monkeys. It seems unlikely that the
two different administration regimens would coincidently result in
similar dosages of ADOR antagonists. However, it is possible that both
treatment regimens resulted in saturated dosage levels.

4. Discussion
The key findings of this study were that topically instilled caffeine, a
non-selective adenosine receptor antagonist, eliminated the consistent
myopic compensation normally observed in young monkeys reared with
imposed hyperopic anisometropia, but did not interfere with the hy
peropic compensation in response to imposed myopic anisometropia. In
addition, the caffeine regimen promoted absolute hyperopic shifts in the
majority of both the lens-treated and fellow-control eyes of the caffeine
monkeys. The changes in vision-dependent emmetropization observed
in the caffeine-treated monkeys were associated with alterations in
choroidal thickness and vitreous chamber elongation rate.
4.1. Topical caffeine versus oral 7-methylxanthine in monkeys
In infant monkeys, the effects of topical caffeine on vision-dependent
emmetropization were qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the
effects produced by oral 7-MX. Fig. 8 compares the mean (±SEM)
refractive errors obtained at the end of the treatment period for normal
monkeys, lens-reared controls, vehicle controls, and lens-reared mon
keys treated with either topical caffeine or oral 7-MX (Hung et al.,

4.2. ADOR antagonists: interspecies comparisons
In addition to the results from this study, oral administration of the
ADOR antagonist 7-MX has previously been shown to reduce visioninduced myopia in guinea pigs (Cui et al., 2011), rabbits (Nie et al.,
2012), and monkeys (Hung et al., 2018). The effects of 7-MX have been
less consistent in chickens. Oral 7-MX (30 mg/kg) has been reported to
produce a small, but significant, reduction in the degree of
negative-lens-induced myopia in chickens. However, the same dosage
did not reduce the degree of form-deprivation myopia in chickens (Wang
K et al. IOVS, 2014; 55:ARVO E-Abstract 3040). More recently, Liu et al.
(2019) (Liu et al., 2019) confirmed that neither oral 7-MX (100 mg/kg,
BID) at doses equivalent to those shown to be effective in preventing

Fig. 8. Mean (±SEM) ametropias for both eyes of normal monkeys (n = 41)
and the lens-treated (filled bars) and fellow-controls eyes (open bars) for the
-3D/pl vehicle controls (cyan fill and outline), lens-reared control monkeys (red
fill and outline; -3D/pl, n = 20; +3D/pl, n = 9) and lens-reared monkeys treated
with either oral 7-MX (-3D/pl, n = 10; +3D/pl, n = 6) or caffeine (blue fill and
outline). The data were obtained at ages corresponding to the end of the lensrearing period. The 7-MX data are from Hung et al. (Hung et al., 2018). During
the treatment period, the 7-MX monkeys received 100 mg/kg of 7-MX by mouth
twice per day at the start and end of the daily lights-on cycle.
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penetrates the cornea and enters the aqueous humor (Kronschlager
et al., 2013; Varma et al., 2010; Varma et al., 2011). Once in the eye,
given the relatively rapid turnover rate for aqueous in the anterior
chamber (Varma et al., 2010), it is unlikely that substantial amounts of
caffeine would diffuse directly to the retina. On the other hand, sub
stantial amounts of caffeine could reach the RPE, choroid, and sclera via
unconventional, non-trabecular pathways, both the uveoscleral and
uveovortex outflow pathways (see Johnson et al. for a review (Johnson
et al., 2017)). Although the largest amount of aqueous leaves the eye via
the conventional trabecular meshwork pathway and enters the blood
stream, in non-human primates a significant percentage of the aqueous
(mean = 37.4% ± 4% in 3–23 year-old rhesus monkeys) leaves the eye
via these non-trabecular routes (Gabelt et al., 2003; Johnson et al.,
2017), which would deliver topically applied caffeine in a relatively
direct manner to the likely target tissues in the posterior globe. A po
tential advantage of these non-trabecular delivery pathways, particu
larly the uveoscleral pathway, is that the caffeine would not be rapidly
swept away by circulating blood, and thus would be available to the
potential target sites for a longer period of time.
Although it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the effects of
caffeine and 7-MX are mediated via the vision-dependent mechanisms
that normally regulate emmetropization, there are numerous potential
ways in which topically instilled caffeine could influence ocular growth
and refractive development. For example, it is possible that both 7-MX
and caffeine influence refractive develop through non-adenosine re
ceptors (Sanderson, Dartt, Trinkaus-Randall, Pintor, M.M., Delamere,
Fletcher, Salt, Grosche & Mitchell, 2014).

lens-induced myopia in monkeys nor intravitreal injections of 7-MX
altered the course of form-deprivation myopia in chickens. The
absence of robust protective effects of ADOR antagonists against myopia
in chickens may reflect the structural differences in the scleras of
chickens and commonly used mammalian models. Like humans, the
scleras of guinea pigs, rabbits, and monkeys are composed of only a
fibrous layer. In contrast, while the chicken sclera also has a fibrous
layer, it has a much thicker cartilaginous layer (Troilo et al., 2019). As
outlined below, there is evidence that suggests that the primary site of
the anti-myopia action of ADOR antagonists is on the biochemistry and
biomechanics of the fibrous sclera. If that is the case, the failure of 7-MX
to suppress form-deprivation myopia in chickens may be due to the
dominant cartilaginous component in the chick sclera (Liu et al., 2019).
4.3. Site and mechanisms of actions of caffeine
It is possible that caffeine influences the operational properties of the
vision-dependent cascade that normally mediates emmetropization. The
fact that the ocular component changes that are responsible for the
refractive changes in the caffeine-treated monkeys were identical to
those responsible for the compensating ametropias produced by
imposed defocus in lens-reared control monkeys (Hung, Wallman &
Smith III, 2000; Qiao-Grider, Hung, Kee, Ramamirtham & Smith III,
2010) is in agreement with this hypothesis. The idea that caffeine in
fluences the emmetropization cascade is feasible because all four ADORs
subtypes have been identified in the neural retina, the retinal pigment
epithelium, the choroid and the sclera (Beach et al., 2018; Brass et al.,
1987; Cui et al., 2010), the major ocular components involved in the
cascade (Troilo et al., 2019). Moreover, there is evidence that ADORs are
directly involved in the emmetropization process. For example, visual
manipulations that produce myopia alter ADOR expression in cascade
components (Cui et al., 2010) and genetic deletion of selective ADOR
subtypes produces axial myopia in mice (Zhou et al., 2010). In addition,
there are a number of ways in which ADORs and their antagonists could
indirectly influence key cascade components (e.g., by modulating
dopamine or acetylcholine transmission (Cunha, 2001; Moo-Puc et al.,
2003; Oliveira & Correia-de-SA, 2005; Salmi et al., 2005) or altering
ocular circadian rhythms (Sohni and Hartwick, 2014)).
Because 7-MX does not readily penetrate the blood-brain barrier (Shi
and Daly, 1999), and presumably not the blood-retina barrier, we pre
viously speculated that the site of action of 7-MX was unlikely to be in
the retina, but more likely to be in the RPE, choroid or sclera (Hung
et al., 2018). Many of the early studies of the effects of oral 7-MX on
refractive development were motivated by the hypothesis that ADOR
antagonists directly altered the biochemistry and biomechanics of the
fibrous layers of the sclera, making it more resistant to stretch and axial
elongation, even in animals reared with unrestricted vision (Trier et al.,
1999). In this respect, all four ADOR subtypes have been identified on
human scleral fibroblasts (Cui et al., 2008), and animals studies
confirmed that 7-MX appeared to strengthen the collagen components of
the fibrous sclera, at least in mammalian species (Cui et al., 2011; Nie
et al., 2012; Trier et al., 1999). In contrast to 7-MX, topical caffeine
readily penetrates the globe (Kronschlager et al., 2014) in concentra
tions that are sufficient to reduce cataract formation (Kronschlager
et al., 2013; Varma and Hegde, 2010; Varma et al., 2010), which raises
the possibility that retinal components were involved in the refractive
changes observed in our caffeine-treated monkeys. However, the simi
larities between the refractive changes produced by oral 7-MX and
topical caffeine suggest that the site and mechanisms of action are likely
the same for both treatment regimens. Assuming that oral 7-MX does not
reach the retina, it is reasonable to suppose that the effects of topical
caffeine were due to actions in the RPE, choroid and/or sclera.
How does topical caffeine reach these potential target sites? There
are several potential routes. Caffeine could be absorbed by conjunctival
blood vessels and indirectly reach the posterior globe via the vascular
system, most likely at a very dilute levels. However, caffeine readily

4.4. Changes in choroidal thickness
In young animals, hyperopic and myopic defocus consistently pro
duce decreases and increases in choroidal thickness, respectively (Hung
et al., 2000; Troilo et al., 2000; Wildsoet and Wallman, 1995). However,
in the caffeine-treated monkeys, the hyperopic fellow-control eyes and
the negative-lens-treated eyes exhibited normal age-dependent in
creases in choroidal thickness despite experiencing significant amounts
of hyperopic defocus. It appears that the caffeine regimen overrode the
normal choroidal response to hyperopic defocus. On the other hand,
interocular comparisons in the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys indicated that
the caffeine treatment did not prevent the increase in choroidal thick
ness normally produced by the imposed myopic anisometropia. These
choroidal results, along with the differences in anisometropic compen
sation in the two caffeine-treated groups, suggest that the caffeine
regimen selectively impacted mechanisms that normally increase the
rate of axial elongation. There is growing evidence that vision-guided
ocular growth is mediated by bidirectional mechanisms. For instance,
it has recently been shown that imposed hyperopic and myopic defocus
affect different sets of retinal genes in monkeys (Tkatchenko et al.,
2018). Although the site of action of caffeine is unknown, its effects
appear to be selective for the direction of axial growth.
Although the changes in choroidal thickness observed in our vehicle
controls and the +3D/pl caffeine monkeys were in the appropriate di
rection, the magnitude of these changes was too small to directly explain
the associated refractive-error changes. For example, based on calcula
tions using a schematic eye model for 3-week-old monkeys (Qiao-Grider
et al., 2007), a 22 μm increase in relative choroidal thickness (i.e., the
average interocular difference in choroidal thickness observed in the
+3D/pl caffeine monkeys at the end of the treatment period) would be
expected to produce a hyperopic shift of less than 0.25 D. The dioptric
effect of a similar increase in choroidal thickness would be smaller in the
longer eyes of monkeys at the end of the treatment period. As evidenced
by the interocular differences in vitreous chamber depth in the +3D/pl
caffeine monkeys, which were almost 10 times larger than the increases
in choroidal thickness, the relative and absolute hyperopic shifts
observed in the caffeine monkeys were due to a reduction in the elon
gation rate of the posterior globe.
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In addition to its role in emmetropization, the choroid plays a key
role in maintaining the health of the retina. Because variations in
choroidal thickness, both increases and decreases, have been associated
with retinal disease (Dhoot et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013; Kim et al.,
2011), there is increasing interest in identifying and understanding
factors that influence choroidal thickness. In particular, a number of
previous studies have reported that a single oral administration of
caffeine or the consumption of coffee, the most common dietary source
of caffeine, reduced choroidal thickness in healthy adults. These tran
sient decreases in choroidal thickness in humans were observed minutes
after caffeine administration, persisted for several hours, and returned to
baseline values within 24 h (Altinkaynak et al., 2016; Vural et al., 2014;
Zengin et al., 2014). In contrast the fellow control eyes of the
caffeine-treated monkeys exhibited normal age-dependent increases in
choroidal thickness.
Given the similarities between the eyes of humans and macaques, it
seems unlikely that the different choroidal responses reflect a betweenspecies difference. There are a number of methodological differences
between this study and the previous human studies. Whereas we
employed infant monkeys, all the previous human studies involved
adults. This is potentially important because whereas choroidal thick
ness increases with age in children (Read et al., 2015; Read et al., 2013),
it decreases with age in human adults (Altinkaynak et al., 2016; Ikuno
et al., 2010; Margolis and Spaide, 2009; Vural et al., 2014). Thus, it is
possible that age may influence the degree of change produced by
caffeine (Altinkaynak et al., 2016; Vural et al., 2014). The routes of
caffeine administration were also different between our study and the
previous human studies. However, since oral 7-MX produced changes in
choroidal thickness in monkeys that were comparable to those produced
by topical caffeine (Hung et al., 2018), it seems unlikely that different
choroidal responses can be attributed to the route of administration.
These differences are also unlikely to represent differences in the
amount of adenosine antagonist administered. At least with respect to
serum levels, our topical caffeine regimen resulted in relatively low
methylxanthine levels. On the other hand, the oral dosage of 7-MX in our
previous study were much higher than those used in these previous
human studies involving caffeine. Thus, the methylxanthine dosages in
our two studies probably bracketed the expected blood levels of meth
ylxanthines in the previous human caffeine studies (White et al., 2016).
The duration of treatment is one of the most obvious procedural dif
ferences between these studies, single administration in the human
studies, which produced transient thinning, versus twice a day for
months in our monkeys, which did not interfere with normal matura
tional increases in choroidal thickness. Unfortunately, our measurement
schedule did not allow us to determine if there were transient
duration-dependent differences in the direction of the choroidal changes
produced by caffeine in our monkeys.

pathophysiological effects of topical caffeine on the eye (Yoon and
Danesh-Meyer, 2019), the available data suggest that topical caffeine is
potentially a safe therapeutic agent for managing myopia in children.
First, caffeine is a common dietary constituent that is considered
generally safe for human consumption. In fact, regular intake of caffeine,
most commonly from coffee and other beverages, has been reported to
be associated with some significant health benefits in adults (Poole et al.,
2017). Caffeine eye drops do not appear to have toxic effects on the eyes
of monkeys or rats (Kronschlager et al., 2014), but have been reported to
protect the rat eye from several types of cataract (Kronschlager et al.,
2013; Varma et al., 2010, 2011). Topical and oral caffeine have been
used in studies of IOP in adult humans without any reported adverse
events (Chandra et al., 2011). Moreover, neither oral nor topical caffeine
altered IOP in normal adult humans (Adams and Brubaker, 1990;
Chandra et al., 2011). An advantage of topical administration of caffeine
is that high concentrations of the drug may be administered to the eye
while reducing the likelihood of significant systemic absorption. This is
particularly important with caffeine because of its known psychoactive
effects.
There are, however, as outlined above, uncertainties about whether
the observed anti-myopia effects are local or due to systemically
absorbed caffeine. It will be important to determine how topical caffeine
reaches the targets responsible for its anti-myopia effects in order to
understand the potential use of topical caffeine for myopia management
in humans.
4.6. Study limitations
Because monkeys are a scarce resource, we employed relatively
small numbers of subjects, which given the variability in the -3D/pl
subject group, is a concern. However, each monkey was studied longi
tudinally. Consequently, extensive amounts of data were collected from
a given animal, and the data collected were very reliable. In this respect,
we believe it is unlikely that the between subject variability in this group
represents measurement artifacts. However, the observed high interanimal variability could reflect several subject factors related to the
effectiveness of the caffeine treatments, including differences in the
amount of caffeine from each treatment drop that remained in contact
with eye (some animals may have blinked a larger proportion of the
treatment drops out of the eye). In addition, in monkeys, as in humans,
there are substantial inter-subject differences in the non-trabecular
outflow rates (Gabelt et al., 2003) and the half-life of serum levels of
caffeine, possibly due to genetic variations in the activity of enzymes
that degrade caffeine (Uno et al., 2011). The blood levels of theophyl
line, a metabolic byproduct of caffeine metabolism, in our
caffeine-treated monkeys varied from 91 to 249 ng/ml, suggesting that
some animals may have metabolized caffeine more efficiently than
others. Thus, individual differences in effective caffeine dosages and
pharmacokinetics could have contributed to the observed variability in
the -3D/pl caffeine group. Unfortunately we did not analyze blood
caffeine levels in all of our treated monkeys, precluding a reasonable
examination of this possibility.
With respect to extrapolating the results from this study to treatment
strategies for myopia, a limitation of this study is that the amount of
caffeine that was administered was not precisely controlled, primarily
because much of a given caffeine drop that was instilled into an infant
monkey eye was blinked out of the palpebral fissure. As a consequence,
we cannot with confidence specify the amount of caffeine that was
available for absorption by the eye. Because of the rapid growth of the
anterior segment of the infant monkey eye, it is also likely that the
amount of caffeine available from a given drop of topical caffeine
probably increased with age as the palpebral fissure enlarged. This trend
was probably counterbalanced in part by the fact that in humans, and
probably monkeys, the caffeine half-life is much longer in neonates, not
reaching adult clearing times until about 6 months of age in human
infants (Fredholm et al., 1999). The exact maturation rate of the enzyme

4.5. Clinical implications
The results of this study, together with those from our previous
investigation of the effects of oral 7-MX on vision-dependent ocular
growth (Hung et al., 2018), indicate that ADOR antagonists have po
tential in treatment strategies for preventing and/or reducing the pro
gression of myopia in children. In particular, both topical caffeine and
oral 7-MX (Hung et al., 2018) decrease the axial elongation normally
produced by hyperopic defocus, one of the primary risk factors believed
to be involved in the development and progression of myopia in children
(Gifford et al., 2019). However, neither of these treatment strategies
interfere with the ability of imposed myopic defocus to slow axial
elongation, the most common optical treatment strategy employed to
reduce myopia progression in children (Wildsoet et al., 2019). In this
respect, ADOR antagonists and optical treatment strategies could
possibly work in an additive or synergistic manner resulting in more
therapeutic benefit than either treatment strategy alone.
Although relatively little is known about the possible
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system that degrades caffeine in infant monkeys is not known. Thus, it is
problematic extrapolating the caffeine dosage regimen that we
employed in this study for potential use in treatment strategies for
managing myopia progression in children.
In several respects the caffeine concentrations that we measured in
our treated animals were lower than expected. For example, in anes
thetized rats binocular instillation of a caffeine solution that was similar
in concentration to that used in this study resulted in a blood concen
tration of caffeine of 14,000 ng/ml 2 h after treatment. Taking into
account that our monkeys were about 6.5–7.0 times larger than an adult
rat at the time the blood samples were taken, one might expect to see
peak blood concentrations of between about 2000 ng/ml to 2150 ng/ml.
The lower concentrations levels measured in our monkeys are no doubt
due, in part, to the delay between treatment and measurement. The halflife for caffeine in adult monkeys is about 3–5 h. However, our measured
concentrations were still lower than one might expect. As mentioned
above much of the apparent discrepancy is probably related to fact that
large portions of the caffeine eye drops were lost due to reflex blinking
follow instillation of the caffeine drops.
While much is to be learned about the protective effects of caffeine
eye drops on vision-induced myopia, the results of this study justify
further investigations of the potential benefits of ADOR antagonists in
the management of myopia.
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